Nutek AT GmbH open positions:

Mechanical team leader

Responsibilities

- Build up a team of mechanical engineers focusing mechanical and opto mechanical design
- Create hardware design documents that covers design analysis, notes, and specific guidelines followed
- Taking the responsibility to thermal analysis, tolerances allocations and error analysis, managing prototype manufacturing building and testing.
- Create and manage design documentation including fabrication and assembly drawings, instructions etc.
- Work with electrical and optical designers to come up with a mechanical design to comply with specifications.

Qualifications

- Bachelor’s and/or Master’s degree in mechanical engineering
- Experience in building up and leading teams
- 3-5 years of professional hands-on experience in developing instrumentation, opto mechanical instrumentation is an advantage.
- Proficiency in SolidWorks CAD software
- Expertise in mechanical design of handheld instrumentation
- Strong commitment to design/architecture standards and best practices
- Good written and oral skills in English; German is an asset
- Independency and reliable working method with high-quality standards
- European citizenship

Minimum Salary
Monthly gross salary from € 4,000.00 based on professional qualification and experience.

Your contact person is Esther Mayer
Esther@nutekmedtech.com
Junior Mechanical Engineer

Responsibilities
- Create hardware design documents that covers design analysis, notes, and specific guidelines followed
- Taking the responsibility to thermal analysis, tolerances allocations and error analysis, managing prototype manufacturing building and testing.
- Create and manage design documentation including fabrication and assembly drawings, instructions etc.
- Work with electrical and optical designers to come up with a mechanical design to comply with specifications.

Qualifications
- Bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering
- 1-2 years of professional hands-on experience in developing instrumentation, opto mechanical instrumentation is an advantage.
- Proficiency in SolidWorks CAD software
- Expertise in mechanical design of handheld instrumentation
- Strong commitment to design/architecture standards and best practices
- Good written and oral skills in English; German is an asset
- Independency and reliable working method with high-quality standards
- European citizenship

Minimum Salary
Monthly gross salary from € 3.250.00 based on professional qualification and experience.

Your contact person is Esther Mayer
Esther@nutekmedtech.com